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...whether it be in childhood to teach you the countries and cities of the world and later to demonstrate the 
physical features of our planet earth. Your globe may be a decorative feature that is useful to identify places and 

events or an enlightening reference that will grace any lounge or library.

Our catalogue offers the widest choice of globe models anywhere in the world. We offer globes that are 
cartographically accurate from moderate prices to exotic and expensive models.

Your Globe is a treasured possession...

Globes mean the world to us
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Frank Lloyd Wright Collection

Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959) is an internationally 
celebrated architect and widely considered 

to be America's greatest. He amazed the world 
with his architectural ingenuity and designs.  
His vision encompassed the buildings and residences he 
designed as well as their landscaping, art glass, furniture, 
lighting and floor covering, to create the unified whole.

This new collection presented by Replogle 
Globes is inspired by Wright's unique and 
timeless interior home designs and includes a 
reproduction of the actual globe stand designed 
by Wright. Each globe is a unique piece of art.

The Frank Lloyd Wright Collection product is authorised by the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, Taliesin West, Scottsdale, Arizona, U.S.A.
“Frank Lloyd Wright”, “Frank Lloyd Wright Collection” and the Frank Lloyd Wright signature and photograph are trademarks of the
Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation and are used with permission.
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Obelisk
An adaptation of one of Mr Wright’s vase designs developed in 1929 for Leerdam 
Glassfabrik in Germany. The Obelisk stands tall and proud on its solid maple and cherry 
hardwood plinth.

W. 20.5" (52cms)

D. 16" (40ms)

H. 50" (127cms)
RAISED RELIEF

Wright
This globe stand is an authentic reproduction from a 
drawing found in the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation 
archives. It is an unidentified concept for one of the 
Prairie Homes that Wright designed in the early 1900s. 
The proportions and interpretation of the drawing were 
calculated based on the scale of other drawings from 
the same time period. This globe features a square yoke 
design, with the square theme carried through to the 
base. The globe ball is fully up-to-date with an antique 
ocean style.

W. 22.5" (57cms)

D. 22.5" (57cms)

H.    39" (98cms)

16"

40cm RAISED RELIEF

A unique individual
A unique partnership
A unique product

16"

40cm
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Barrel Chair
This globe stand is an adaption of one of the most universally recognised 
furniture designs found in the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation archives.  
It is a modified version of the famous 'Barrel Chair' originally designed by 
Frank Lloyd Wright in 1903 and modified for his own personal use. The 
globe is cradled in a beautifully constructed wooden stand which is open 
at the front to give full access to the 16" bronze globe ball with up-to-date 
mapping. This is an outstanding and unique piece of furniture that would 
grace any home or office.

W. 21" (53cms)

D. 21" (53cms)

H. 39" (98cms)

16"

40cm RAISED RELIEF

San Marcos
In 1928, Wright began creating a grand hotel to be built in 
Chandler, Arizona. It was never constructed due to the stock 
market crash of 1929, but the building design and the interior 
renderings contain a variety of interesting furniture and decorative 
features. This adapted globe stand showcases the 60 degree 
angled legs and the circular top of a small accent table designed 

for the San Marcos Hotel. The globe 
ball has an up-to-date map with 
antique ocean colouring.

W. 17.5" (44cms)

D. 22.1" (56cms)

H. 22" (56cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF
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Hexhedra
An adaptation of a hassock designed by Frank Lloyd Wright for 
the Malcolm Willey House (1933) in Minneapolis. The Hexhedra 
globe features Replogle’s unique bronze metallic globe ball 
with an up-to-date map, a solid hardwood base and a copper 
finished semi-meridian.

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 17" (42cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

Hexagon
Frank Lloyd Wright's overall concept for his buildings included  
the integration of the interior furnishings. In 1952, he 
developed a series of hexagonal metal chairs, tables and other 
furniture for the H.C. Price Tower in Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
that coordinated with the geometric shape of the building. 
Adapted from the hexagonal hassock design, this globe 
stand exemplifies the three organic elements used by Wright 
throughout his lifetime. The metal base is triangular, the 
hexagonal globe support is  wood and the globe is circular. 
Featuring up-to-date mapping in an antique ocean style.

W. 20.2" (51cms)

D. 20.2" (51cms)

H. 19.8" (50cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF



Diplomat
(Illuminated)

Search the world over and you will not find a better 
example of the globemaking art. A handcrafted 
masterpiece, this extraordinary globe features lavish 
attention to both form and function. Distinctive details 
include rich, ten-colour cartography  on hand-laid 
map and a solid brass, hand-engraved meridian. The 
handcrafted, solid mahogany cradle mounting rubbed 

to a lustrous walnut-finish 
further emphasises the 
Diplomat’s uncommon 
beauty. A comprehensive 
80cm diameter globe ball 
featuring over 20,000 place 
names ranks the Diplomat 
as the world’s most detailed 
globe. A perfect blend of 
aesthetics and function. 
Available in antique or blue 
ocean style.

Prestige Globes

Statesman
(Illuminated)

Classic charm. Available in either blue ocean or antique 
ocean, with a hand-covered map, this 50cm diameter 
illuminated globe is mounted on a striking hardwood 
base finished in walnut.

Classic design details, solid brass engraved meridian, and 
illumination make this globe an appealing element of 
any traditional interior design, boardroom or reception. 
Available in antique and blue ocean styles.

W. 28" (71cms)

D. 28" (71cms)

H. 37" (93cms)

20"

50cm

W. 40" (101cms)

D. 40" (101cms)

H. 51" (128cms)

32"

80cm

6
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Finley
(Illuminated)

Contemporary quality. The Finley's impressive 93cm 
height and simple lines of the hardwood base 
provide an attractive setting for its 50cm diameter 
illuminated globe ball. Choose dramatic blue ocean 
map, or the rich, understated antique version 
to reflect your personal 
style, both hand-laid and 
fully up-to-date. Engraved 
aluminum full meridian in a 
brushed brass colour.

W. 26" (66cms)

D. 26" (66cms)

H. 37" (93cms)

20"

50cm

Austin Antique
(Illuminated)

Delicate dignity. The graceful style of this 
40cm diameter antique ocean globe with 
raised-relief in a die-cast full meridian is 
complemented by the classic design of its 
hardwood stand with walnut finish.

W. 22" (55cms)

D. 22" (55cms)

H. 31" (79cms)

16"

40cm RAISED RELIEF
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Designer Classics

W. 20" (51cms)

D. 16" (40.6cms)

H. 47.5" (121cms)

16"

40cm RAISED RELIEF

Forum
Since ancient times, the column has stood 
as a functional and decorative standard. 
This all-metal globe base is reminiscent of 
that form, yet it is crafted to reflect modern 
design. The three round black-metal legs 
are supported and capped by tiered discs 
wrought from the same steel. This globe is 
an elegant addition to any living room, study, 
office or reception area.

W. 23" (58cms)

D. 23" (58cms)

H. 39" (99cms)

16"

40cm RAISED RELIEF

Marin
Handcrafted warmth. This distinctive stand is 
handcrafted from wrought iron with a rustic 
textured finish. A 40cm diameter antique ocean 
globe with raised-relief and an antique style 
die-cast meridian complete this contemporary 
interpretation.

Trafalgar
Artistic angles. The progressive design 
of this angled metal floorstanding 
globe with 40cm diameter blue 
ocean sphere and pewter finished 
die-cast meridian gives this model an 
air of sophistication.

W. 19" (49cms)

D. 19" (49cms)

H. 39" (99cms)
RAISED RELIEF

16"

40cm
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Period Classics

Queen Anne
18th Century European influence. The stylish curved design of this 
solid hardwood stand with a cherry-finish is complemented by a 40cm 
diameter antique ocean globe with die-cast meridian. The simplicity, 
beauty, and craftsmanship of this chair-height floor globe will be 
treasured for years to come. 

W. 24" (60cms)

D. 24" (60cms)

H. 32" (79cms)

16"

40cm RAISED RELIEF

W. 24" (60cms)

D. 24" (60cms)

H. 39" (99cms)

16"

40cm RAISED RELIEF

Regency
Elegant stature. This 40cm diameter antique ocean globe with die-cast 
meridian rests in an artistically detailed tall hardwood base with a rich 
walnut finish. This globe is a beautiful addition to any home.
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W. 18" (46cms)

D. 16" (40cms)

H. 38" (95cms)

16"

40cm RAISED RELIEF

Cambridge
Clarity and style. The graceful style of this 40cm diameter 
antique ocean globe with raised-relief in a gyro-matic 
meridian is complemented by the classic design of its rich 
hardwood stand. Available in walnut finish.

Library Globes

W. 21" (54cms)

D. 16" (40cms)

H. 43" (109cms)

16"

40cm RAISED RELIEF

Sherbrooke II
Ornate beauty. An elegant solid-wood stand with brass claw feet and antique style die-cast 
meridian enhance the rich antique ocean of this classic 40cm diameter raised-relief globe. 
Special details include decorative cartouches and ornate compass roses. Truly a beautiful 
furniture accessory.

Lancaster
(Illuminated & non-Illuminated) 
The Lancaster Illuminated (Antique Ocean) 
The Lancaster non-Illuminated (Bronze Metallic, raised relief)

An affordable family heirloom. Classic in design, this traditional 
chairside floor globe with dark cherry-finish and decorative carved 
accents enhances the rich colours of the globe ball. Featuring an 
up-to-date map, the illuminated sphere is antique style whilst the 
non-illuminated model has a bronze metallic finish. Each globe has 
raised-relief and a metal die-cast full meridian. Families can enjoy this 
heirloom piece for years to come.

12"

30cm

W. 18" (46cms)

D. 18" (46cms)

H. 35" (89cms)
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Simpler Value

Edinburgh &  Commander
Edinburgh (Blue Ocean) 
Commander (Antique Ocean)

Attractive practicality. This stylish 40cm diameter raised-relief 
globe features a sturdy wooden base, rich walnut-finished 
pedestal and gyro-matic meridian. By simply removing the 
centerpost, it converts from a 96cm floor model to a convenient 
table globe.

W. 18" (46cms)

D. 16" (40cms)

H. 38" (96cms)

16"

40cm RAISED RELIEF

Treasury
Easily converted. This 30cm diameter economical  floor model 
stands 81cm high on a durable metal  base and attractive  wooden 
pedestal. Added  features include gyro-matic mounting and  
calibrated, full-meridian. Also, by simply removing the centerpost it 
converts  from a floorstanding globe to  a convenient table globe.

W. 15" (37cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 32" (81cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF
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Traditional Values

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 17" (43cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

Lenox
Enduring appeal. The successful blend of antique appearance, up-to-date 
cartography, attractive solid hardwood base and mountains in raised-relief have 
made the Lenox one of our most popular models over the last 15 years.

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 20" (50cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

Exeter
A traditional style modelled on historical globes but with todays mapping. The Exeter 
with its antique ocean sphere and high pedestal stand has a great presence in all 
settings and is a favoured model. The hardwood stand is complemented by the 
antique brass style half-meridian.

W. 16" (40cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 18" (46cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

Premier
Desktop classic. This useful combination offers the ‘best of both worlds’. The stand is 
home for a hardbound National Geographic Atlas (colour may vary) and the 30cm 
diameter antique ocean globe rests in a calibrated brass-plated full-meridian. The 
cherry wood grain veneered base enhances the Premier’s rich appearance.
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Quincy
Handsome integrity for the smaller room or study. A solid hardwood 
base and metal semi-meridian provide the setting for this beautiful 
23cm diameter raised-relief globe. The Quincy, with its opulent walnut-
finished base, offers today’s most current place names with interesting 
old world touches.

Hastings and Piedmont
Timeless classics. The enduring blend of an antique raised-relief 30cm diameter globe ball, attractive solid hardwood base, and painted, 
metal semi-meridian make this a perfect globe for any setting. A choice of two rich finishes that will blend with any interior design.

Hastings (Walnut, Antique Ocean)

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 16" (40cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

Piedmont (Rosewood, Antique Ocean)

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 16" (40cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

W.   10" (25cms)

D.    9" (23cms)

H.   13" (33cms)

9"

23cm RAISED RELIEF
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A Different Approach

Atlas
Focused strength. Zeus persuades Atlas, 
a Titan, to repent for his sins against the 
gods of ancient Greece by forcing him to 
support the world on his shoulders. This 
detailed bronze resin replica represents 
the strength and grace with which Atlas 
accepts his challenge. The 30cm diameter 
bronze metallic globe offers deep earth 
tone colours, full raised-relief and a full 
metal die-cast meridian with antique 
finish.

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 20" (50cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

Leather Expedition
Genuine leather. A perfect gift for that 
special someone with everything. This 
exclusive desktop accessory offers a 
genuine leather 30cm diameter globe 
with an antique brass-plated die-cast 
metal semi-meridian mounted on an 
elegantly crafted hardwood base and riser 
with dark walnut finish. Extraordinary is 
the only way to describe this perfect gift. 

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 20" (50cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

Weatherwatch
Highly functional and endlessy fascinating! 
Three precision weather instruments - 
thermometer, barometer, and hygrometer - 
lend beautiful utility to the wooden base.
Brass-plated inclination mounting and finial 
accent complete this unique globe. Makes an 
ideal corporate or commemorative gift.

W. 9" (23cms)

D. 9" (23cms)

H. 17" (43cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

9"

23cm
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MacInnes
Rustic and rough-hewn, the MacInnes brings a touch of the Scottish Highlands 
to any study or library. Measuring 30cm and featuring raised-relief and a unique 
metallic base, this desktop globe sparks the imagination.

Cranbrook
Corporate style. Designed for easy viewing, this 30cm diameter globe includes 
raised-relief geographic features and a pleasant antique design. Burnished brass-
plated inclination mounting and finial complete this very distinguished globe.

W.   9" (23cms)

D. 9.75" (25cms)

H. 13.5" (34cms)

9"

23cm RAISED RELIEF

MacKie 
A striking culmination of modern 
metallic base and old-world 
antique globe aesthetics, the 
MacKie 23cm desk model is that 
rare piece that appeals to all types 
of globe lovers. Up-to-date map.

W. 12" (30cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 18" (45cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

W. 12" (30cms)

D. 12.5" (32cms)

H. 17.5" (33cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF
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Brighter Globes

Livingston
(Illuminated)

Conventional appeal. Suitable for any setting, the Livingston 
is traditionally styled with a hardwood base and gold tone 
metal semi-meridian. The two-way map and raised-relief 
design of this 30cm diameter globe provide a standard view 
of the physical world or an illuminated display of the political 
world.

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 16" (40cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

Carlyle 
(Illuminated)

All the most sought after features; illumination, 
raised-relief, antique design and 30cm diameter are 
encompassed in this beautiful globe. Dark wood 
veneered base; metal semi-meridian in antique 
bronze tone.

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 16" (40cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF
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Orion 
(Illuminated)

The black ocean globe may have a heavenly appearance, 
but it shows the earth's expanse in dramatic detail. 
The Orion's 30cm diameter sphere, it's antique pewter 
finished, solid steel base, and die-cast semi-meridian 
make it perfect for any desktop. And just as Orion blazes 
in the night sky, this Orion lights up at the flick of a switch 
- a perfect feature to set a night time mood.

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 17" (43cms)

12"

30cm

Crystal Marquise Silver
A stunning focal point in any setting. The Crystal 
Marquise contemporary globe features a sphere 
with transparent oceans bisected by a stainless 
steel axis rising from a circular ring base.

W. 12" (30cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 16" (40cms)

12"

30cm
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Creative Learning

Pioneer
Extended motion. This 30cm diameter political  
globe has gyro-matic mounting that turns on two axes to 
bring any area into closer view. Map areas are in vivid colours to 
easily distinguish political boundaries. The cartography includes 
thousands of place names and shows mountains in raised-relief.

W. 15" (37cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 32" (81cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

Atlantis
A truly unique 30cm diameter physical globe. This special 
map has raised and indented relief. Land areas are in 
physical colouring to illustrate mountains, deserts, forests 
and grasslands. Oceans show undersea physical features in 
shading, description and relief. The gyro-matic mounting with 
a numbered full-meridian turns on two axes to bring any area 
into closer view.

W. 15" (37cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 17" (42cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF
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Lifelong Learning

Franklin & Explorer
When budget is vital, the Franklin and Explorer 
offer all the attractive benefits of our 30cm globes 
at a modest price. The raised-relief sphere is 
clearly printed with over 4,000 place names and is 
complemented by an enamelled steel stand in gold 
tone or antique bronze colouring. 
Globes available in antique (Franklin) or blue 
(Explorer) ocean styles.

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 16" (40cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

Geographer
Educational fun. This sturdy and very creative write-on, 
wipe-off 30cm diameter globe with silver painted metal 
semi-meridian and base is a wonderful educational tool for all 
ages. Designed for classroom or home use, this globe creates 
an environment for interactive learning. Dry erase marker 
included.

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 16" (40cms)

12"

30cm
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Space

Moon 
Resting on a 'clear view' stand for easier studying, this 
extraordinary 30cm diameter globe accurately depicts the 
geographical features of the Earth's moon, including craters, 'seas' 
and mountain ranges. NASA-approved.

W. 12" (30cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 14" (36cms)

12"

30cm

Celestial
(Illuminated)

Provoke the imagination in new  ways. This illuminated globe shows stars, 
constellations and nebulae when not lit.
When illuminated, approximately 70 celestial images appear as if by magic! 
Features clear acrylic swan-shaped  stand.

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 16" (40cms)

12"

30cm



Traveler
Lightweight durability. This 30cm diameter blue ocean globe with full raised-relief 
is a great tool for school and college students. The smoke black high-quality plastic 
base and semi-meridian are scratch resistant and extremely durable. Young adults 
will appreciate the detailed legend and easy to distinguish political boundaries as 
they try to understand the world’s current events.
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Budget Globes

Sweden
(Illuminated)

The Sweden is a popular budget illuminated globe. The globe features dual-
mapping, showing the physical world when unlit and a colourful political map 
when lit. In addition to this, the globe displays an up-to-date map and has a 
tough, scratch-resistant base with matching meridian.

W. 11" (28cms)

D. 10" (25cms)

H. 13" (33cms)

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (30cms)

H. 16" (40cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (31cms)

H. 16" (40cms)

12"

30cm RAISED RELIEF

Adventurer
This 30cm diameter simplified political globe made with the very young in mind 
incorporates all of the features found in our best selling models. Features include 
a raised-relief, blue ocean ball with distinctive colourful boundaries, easy-to-find 
geographic locations, and a durable, translucent, blue moulded plastic base. 
Recommended for ages 3 and up.

10"

25cm
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Intelliglobe™ – Explore Every Corner of 
the World!
The new Intelliglobe™ is the most advanced interactive globe in the 
world. Suitable for ages 5 and up, the globe itself is an
established, popular, full-sized model with bright colours and
raised-relief. Touch the wireless intelli-pen to the globe to play
games, explore and discover amazing educational facts about
the world’s history, geology, ecology and more, in 4 languages
using male and female voices. The pen also works with the
48-page world discovery book that also comes with the
Intelliglobe and explores world and state flags, landmarks,
animals, dinosaurs and explorers as well as the moon and planets, and 
much more. And when the world changes, you can download updates 
from the dedicated website.

The globe features a menu printed on the base to unlock 18 Touch and Explore modes, 7 Compare 
features, 6 Finding games, Trivia Challange, and a Multiple Choice Challenge. Many of the categories have multi 
touch modes that features more information as you keep touching the globe in the same catagory. All features 
and games come in 4 languages; English, French, Spanish and German -
which are all narrated in both male and female voices.
The most information ever in an interactive globe ready to use right
out of the box. 

W. 13" (33cms)

D. 12" (31cms)

H. 20" (50cms)
RAISED RELIEF

12"

30cm

Learning Technology
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The Globe 4 Kids
Children will enjoy learning about the world with this new 
globe that is both fun and educational. 
 
The Globe 4 Kids lets you explore more than 125 drawings 
of people, landmarks and animals on a kid-friendly political 
map. Turn the light on to see a physical map showing 
hidden aquatic animals such as lantern fish and ship wrecks 
such as the Titanic. The illuminated globe also shows areas 
of tectonic plates of the Earth. Find the Pacific Ring of Fire 
showing earthquakes, volcanic activity, mountain-building, 
and oceanic trench formation.

This wonderfully decorative globe with its lively colours will 
become an invaluable tool for any child’s imagination. The 
Globe 4 Kids rests upon a silver plastic display pedestal and 
stands 30cm tall. The sphere measures 25cm in diameter. It 
can also be used in the classroom as a teaching aid.

W. 10" (25cms)

D. 10" (25cms)

H. 12" (30cms)

12"

30cm

10"

25cm
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The Star Globe The Constellation Globe

Inflatables
Who said learning isn’t fun? These inflatable globes are fun to play with and a great 
way to learn about the world we live in. An interesting choice of globes in three 
sizes. Each globe is brilliantly coloured and excellent value.

The Light Blue Political Globe The Clear Political Globe The Dark Blue Topographical Globe Sizes

12"

30cm

16"

40cm

27"

68cm

16"

40cm

16"

40cm

The Dinosaur Globe The Animal Globe
16"

40cm

16"

40cm
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  The Stellan Moon
The Stellan Blue The Stellan White The Stellan 

Topographical
3.9"

10cm

Mini Globes

Wonder Globe

Stellan range of Rotating Globes

Endless rotations. Spin Spin Spin! It's all in the Spin! This little 'Wonder' offers an 
exceptionally smooth rotation on 2 axes. The 11cm diameter globe features a 
detailed easy-to-read map indicating political borders and capital cities. Teachers, 
corporate executives, and children of all ages will enjoy hours of learning while 
experiencing the amazing dynamics of this wonderful globe.

These globes cleverly spin on two axes with five models to collect. Although a miniture 10cm diameter, they 
are very clearly printed and are a source of endless fascination to children or adults.

The Wonderglobe 
Blue 

The Wonderglobe 
Antique

The Wonderglobe 
Celestial

The Wonderglobe 
Satellite

W. 12cms     D. 11cms     H. 15cms

4.3"

11cm

The Wonderglobe
Moon


